We study the flow spectrum S(G) and the integer flow spectrum S(G) of odd regular graphs. We show that there are signed graphs where the difference between the integer flow number and the flow number is greater than or equal to 1, disproving a conjecture of Raspaud and Zhu [7] .
u e and h v e , one incident with u and one incident with v. The set of the half-edges of G is denoted H(G). For each half-edge h ∈ H(G), the corresponding edge in E(G) is denoted by e h . For a vertex v, H(v) denotes the set of half-edges incident to v. An orientation of (G, σ) is a function τ : H(G) → {±1} such that τ (h u e )τ (h v e ) = −σ(e), for each edge e = uv. The function τ can be interpreted as an assignment of a direction to each edge in the following way. For a positive edge exactly one half-edge is incoming and the other one is outgoing. For a negative edge either both half-edges are incoming, in which case e is an extroverted edge, or both halfedges are outgoing, in which case e is an introverted edge. For a vertex v let H + (v) be the set of outgoing half-edges and H − (v) be the set of incoming half-edges which are incident to v.
Let r, r , x be real numbers with 0 ≤ r < r. We write x ≡ r (mod r) if there is an integer t such that x − r = tr.
The boundary of a function f : E(G) → R is a function δf : V (G) → R with δf (v) = h∈H(v) τ (h)f (e h ). The function f is a (modular) r-flow on (G, σ), if |f (e)| ∈ {x : 1 ≤ x ≤ r − 1} ∪ {0} for every e ∈ E(G) and δf (v) = 0 (δf (v) ≡ 0 (mod r)) for every v ∈ V (G). The set {e : f (e) = 0} is the support of f , and f is a nowhere-zero (modular) r-flow on (G, σ) if E(G) is the support of f .
A signed graph (G, σ) is flow-admissible, if there exists an orientation τ and a r ≥ 2 such that (G, σ) has a nowhere-zero r-flow. The circular flow number of a flow-admissible signed graph (G, σ) is F c ((G, σ)) = inf{r : (G, σ) admits a nowhere-zero r-flow}.
It is known, that F c ((G, σ)) is always a minimum and that it is a rational number. If (G, σ) does not admit any nowhere-zero flow, we set F c ((G, σ)) = ∞. If (G, σ) and (G, σ ) are equivalent, then F c ((G, σ)) = F c ((G, σ )). Furthermore, F c ((G, σ)) = ∞ if and only if (G, σ) is equivalent to (G, σ ) with |N σ | = 1 or G has a bridge b and a component of G − b is balanced. If we restrict our studies on integer-valued flows, then F ((G, σ)) denotes the integer flow number of (G, σ). Clearly, F c ((G, σ)) ≤ F ((G, σ)) and it is known that F ((G, ∅)) = F c ((G, ∅)) . Raspaud and Zhu [7] proved that F ((G, σ)) ≤ 2 F c ((G, σ)) − 1, and they conjectured that F c ((G, σ)) > F ((G, σ)) − 1 for every signed graph (G, σ). In Section 2.1 we construct counterexamples to this conjecture. Furthermore, we construct graphs (G, σ) with F c ((G, σ)) = 4 and F ((G, σ)) = 5.
Let G be a graph and X ⊆ E(G). Let Σ X (G) be the set of signatures σ of G, for which (G, σ) is flow-admissible and N σ ⊆ X. We define S X (G) = {r : there is a signature σ ∈ Σ X (G) such that F c ((G, σ)) = r} to be the X-flow spectrum of G. The E(G)-flow spectrum is the flow spectrum of G and it is denoted by S(G). If we consider integer-valued flows, then S X (G) denotes the integer X-flow spectrum of G.
The flow number of graphs with empty signature has been studied intensively in the recent years. One of the most famous conjectures in this context is Tutte's 5-flow conjecture: Conjecture 1.1 ( [13] ) Let G be a graph. If (G, ∅) is flow-admissible, then F ((G, ∅)) ≤ 5.
Seymour [8] proved that F ((G, ∅)) ≤ 6 for every bridgeless graph G. Bouchet formulated the following conjecture for the general case of signed graphs.
Conjecture 1.2 ([2])
Let (G, σ) be a signed graph. If (G, σ) is flow-admissible, then F ((G, σ)) ≤ 6.
It is well known that Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 are equivalent to their restrictions on cubic graphs. The best published approximation to Conjecture 1.2 is proven by Zýka [16] , who proved that every flow-admissible graph admits a nowhere-zero 30-flow. Section 2.2 characterizes (2t + 1)-regular graphs whose flow spectrum contains 2 + 1 t . Furthermore, if a (2t + 1)-regular graph has a 1-factor, then its integer flow spectrum contains 3. But for every t ≥ 2, there is a signed (2t + 1)-regular graph (H, σ) with integer flow number 3 and H does not have a 1-factor.
One of the earliest results on flows on graphs is Tutte's characterization of bipartite cubic graphs [12] . His observation that a cubic graph is bipartite if and only if it admits a nowhere-zero 3-flow motivated the following statement. 
. Section 2.3 shows that the situation does not change in the more general case of flow numbers on signed (2t + 1)-regular graphs. We prove that if r is an element of the flow spectrum of a (2t + 1)-regular graph, then r = 2 + 1 t or r ≥ 2 + 2 2t−1 . In order to generalize the structural part of Theorem 1.3 we introduce the notion of r-minimal sets (r ≥ 2) in Section 2.4. We show that a set X ⊆ E(G) is a minimal set such that G − X is bipartite if and only if X is (2 + 1 t )-minimal. Since Conjecture 1.2 is equivalent to its restriction on cubic graphs we study flows on signed cubic graphs in Section 3. Let K 3 2 be the unique cubic graph on two vertices which are connected by three edges. We study the relation between 3-and 4-minimal sets and deduce that if G has a 1-factor and G = K 3 2 , then {3, 4} is a subset of its flow spectrum and of its integer flow spectrum. Furthermore, if G = K 3 2 , then the following four statements are equivalent: (1) G has a 1-factor. (2) 3 ∈ S(G) (3) 3 ∈ S(G). (4) 4 ∈ S(G). There are cubic graphs whose integer flow spectrum does not contain 5 or 6, and we construct an infinite family of bridgeless cubic graphs with integer flow spectrum {3, 4, 6}.
We prove some sharp bounds for the cardinality of smallest 3-minimal and 4-minimal sets, respectively. If G is not 3-edge-colorable, then these bounds are formulated in terms of its resistance and oddness.
A Kotzig-graph is a cubic graph that has three 1-factors such that the union of any two of them induces a hamiltonian circuit. The paper concludes with a proof of Conjecture 1.2 for Kotzig-graphs.
2 The circular and the integer flow spectrum of (2t + 1)-regular graphs 2.1 The difference between the flow number and the integer flow number σ) ) : (G, σ) is flow-admissible}. Raspaud and Zhu [7] proved that F ((G, σ)) ≤ 2 F c ((G, σ)) − 1, and they conjectured that Φ < 1. We will show that this conjecture is not true. Let t ≥ 1 be an integer and H t be the graph which is obtained from 2t + 1 triangles T i , one vertex v and precisely one vertex of each triangle, say v i , is adjacent to v. For i ∈ {1, . . . , 2t + 1} let b i = vv i . Clearly, each b i is a bridge and H t has no 1-factor. Theorem 2.1 S(H t ) = {3 + 2 t } and S(H t ) = {5}, for each integer t ≥ 1. Furthermore, H t has an integer nowhere-zero 5-flow φ such that φ(e) ∈ {1, 2, 4}, and a (3 +
Proof. Let (H t , σ) be flow-admissible. We show that (H t , σ) is equivalent to (H t , σ * ) where precisely the edge between the two bivalent vertices of a each triangle is negative. Switch, if necessary, at vertices v i to obtain an equivalent signature where all bridges are positive. Clearly, each triangle is unbalanced. Hence, if three edges of a triangle are negative, then switch at a bivalent vertex such that precisely one edge of that triangle is negative. Now, if necessary, switch at a bivalent vertex to obtain (H t , σ * ). Hence,
We will construct an integer nowhere-zero 5-flow on H t . Define an orientation τ on H t as follows. Let e i ∈ N σ * ∩ E(T i ) and let e 1 , . . . , e t+1 be extroverted and e t+2 , . . . , e 2t+1 be introverted. Orient the positive edges of the triangles in such a way, such the triangles are oriented like a "loop". For i ∈ {1, . . . , t + 1}, v is the terminal end of b i , and for j ∈ {t + 1, . . . , 2t + 1}, v is initial end of b j . Let φ be the the integer nowhere-zero 5-flow with φ(e) = 1 if e ∈ 2t i=1 E(T i ), φ(e) = 2, if e ∈ {b 1 , . . . , b 2n } ∪ E(T 2t+1 ), and φ(e) = 4, if e = b 2t+1 . Hence F ((H t , σ * )) ≤ 5. Let ψ be an integer nowhere-zero flow on (H t , σ * ). Let E + (v) (E − (v)) be the set of incoming (outgoing) edges at v. Assume that |E + (v)| ≥ t + 1. Since ψ is an integer flow it follows that ψ(b i ) is even for every bridge. Hence,
Since |E(v)| ≤ t and ψ is an integer flow it follows that there is a bridge b with ψ(b) ≥ 4. Hence F ((H t , σ * )) = 5, and S(H t ) = {5}.
We will construct a nowhere-zero (3 + 2 t )-flow φ c on H t . Let τ be as above and
if e ∈ {b t+2 , . . . , b 2t+1 }, and φ c (e) = 1 +
Hence, there is a bridge b with ψ(b) ≥ 2 + and S(H t ) = {3 + 2 t
}.
For t ≥ 2, the graphs H t are counterexamples to the conjecture of Raspaud and Zhu. Graph H 2 is shown in Figure 1 . This graph has also the surprising property that 4 ∈ S(H 2 ), but 4 ∈ S(H 2 ). As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 we state:
The statement of Theorem 2.1 holds also for graphs obtained from H t by replacing the triangles by (negative) loops. Clearly, the argumentation for the lower bounds of the flow numbers in the proof of Theorem 2.1 works also if replace the triangles of H t by any other unbalanced component and v by a balanced component.
Smallest possible flow numbers
This section characterizes (2t + 1)-regular graphs whose flow spectrum contains 2 + 1 t . Let (G, σ) be a signed graph that admits a (modular) r-flow φ. Let e be an edge of the support of φ. If we reverse the orientation of e and replace φ(e) by −φ(e) (r − φ(e)) then we obtain another (modular) r-flow φ with the same support as φ. Hence, we can assume that a graph which has a (modular) r-flow φ has a (modular) r-flow φ with the same support and φ (e) ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E(G). 
}.
Let e ∈ E(v). We can assume that there is an orientation of the half-edges of (G, σ) such that |H + (v)| = 2t + 1 and a modular nowhere-zero (2 +
We have h∈H + (v) ψ (e h ) > 2t + 1 and hence, k > t. On the other side
and hence, k < t+1, a contradiction. Therefore, |φ(e)| ∈ {1, 1 + 1 t } for every e ∈ E(G). The next theorem is a generalization of Lemma 3.2 of [14] . 
)-flow on (G, σ).
We will need the following result of Petersen. 
∈ S(G).
2) If G is (2t + 1)-regular and has a 1-factor, then 3 ∈ S(G). Furthermore, for each t > 1 there is a (2t + 1)-regular graph G t which has no 1-factor and 3 ∈ S(G t ).
Proof. 1) Let G have a t-factor and σ be the signature of G with N σ = E(G). The function φ with φ(e) = 1 for every edge e is a modular nowhere-zero (2+ has a 2-factor F 2 . Hence F 1 ∪ F 2 induces a spanning cubic subgraph H of G which has a 1-factor. By 1), H has a signature σ such that (H, σ) has an integer nowhere-zero 3-flow. Furthermore, H = G − E(H) is (2t − 2)-regular and hence, (H , ∅) has a nowhere-zero 2-flow. Thus, (G, σ) has an integer nowhere-zero 3-flow. Since a 3-flow is the smallest possible integer flow on a (2t + 1)-regular graph it follows that 3 ∈ S(G). It remains to construct the graph G t for t > 1. Let T be a triangle where exactly two verices are joined by two parallel edges, all other vertices are connected by a simple edge. Take four copies T 1 , . . . , T 4 of T and connect each bivalent vertex of T 1 , T 2 , T 3 with the bivalent vertex y of T 4 by an edge. Let H be this graph. Let σ be the signature of H where N σ is the set of the parallel edges of T 1 , . . . , T 4 . Graph (H, σ) with nowhere-zero 3-flow is shown in Figure 2 . Since H has a vertex of degree 3, it follows that F ((H, σ)) = 3.
Let K n,n be the complete bipartite graph on 2n vertices where one edge uv is replaced by a path uxv. For t > 1 and for each trivalent vertex z of H take t − 1 copies of K 2t+1,2t+1 and identify z and the bivalent vertices of the copies of K 2t+1,2t+1 . Do the same with t − 2 copies of K 2t+1,2t+1 and y. The resulting graph G t is (2t + 1)-regular. We have N σ ⊆ E(G t ), and since F ((K 2t+1,2t+1 , ∅)) = 3 it follows that 3 ∈ S(G t ).
Since G t − y has more than one odd component it follows that G t does not have a 1-factor.
The set of flow numbers of signed (2t + 1)-regular graphs
This section generalizes the second part of Theorem 1.3 to signed graphs.
Theorem 2.7 Let t ≥ 1 be an integer and (G, σ) be a signed
. Let φ be a nowhere-zero r-flow on (G, σ) and τ the corresponding orientation of the half-edges of (G, σ) such that φ(e) > 0 for every e ∈ E(G). Let F t = {e : 1 +
Let v ∈ V (G) and we assume that |H + (v)| ≥ t + 1 (the statements for the case |H + (v)| ≤ t are proved analogously). Let e ∈ E(G) be an edge which is incident to v. We will show that e ∈ F t if and only if h
For the other direction suppose to the contrary that there is h ∈ H − (v) and e h ∈ F t . Hence, φ(e h ) < 1+
it follows that F t induces a t-factor of G. Furthermore, for every vertex v either all half-edges of edges of F t are incoming and all half-edges of edges of F t are outgoing or vice versa. Hence, φ with φ (e) = 1 if e ∈ F t and φ (e) = 1 +
is the smallest possible flow number for (2t + 1)-regular graphs it follows that r = 2 + 1 t . Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 imply the following corollary.
Corollary 2.8 Let t ≥ 1 be an integer and (G, σ) be a flow-admissible signed
r-minimal sets and X-flow spectra
This section studies the structural implications of the existence of a nowherezero (2 + first part of Theorem 1.3 to signed graphs. For this we will need the following definition:
Let r ≥ 2 be a real number and G be a graph. A set X ⊆ E(G) is r-minimal if 1) there is a signature σ of G such that F c ((G, σ)) = r and N σ = X, and 2) F c ((G, σ )) = r for every signature σ of G with N σ ⊂ X. Proposition 2.9 Let r ≥ 2 and G be graph. 1) The empty set is r-minimal if and only if
Let G be a (2t + 1)-regular graph and X ⊆ E(G). Let H and H be two copies of G−X. For v ∈ V (H) and e ∈ E(H), let v (e ) be the corresponding vertex (edge) in H . For each edge uv ∈ X add edges uu and vv (between H and H ) to obtain a new (2t + 1)-regular graph G 2 X . Let E 2 X be the set of the added edges. Let σ be a signature on G, and σ| G−X be the restriction of σ on G − X. Let σ 2 X be the signature on G Proof. If τ is an orientation of the half-edges of (G, σ), then τ denotes the orientation of the half-edges of (G, σ) which is obtained from τ by reversing the orientation of every half-edge. Now, if φ is a flow on (G, σ) with orientation τ , then φ is also a flow on (G, σ) with orientation τ .
If φ is a nowhere-zero r-flow with orientation τ , then define a nowherezero r-flow on (G 2 X , σ 2 X ) as follows. Let ψ be the restriction of φ on (H, σ) with orientation τ and ψ be the restriction of ψ on (H , σ ) with orientation τ = τ . Extend these orientations to an orientation τ
The orientation of half-edges of H or H is unchanged, and e ∈ E
2
Nσ with e = uv define: 
Let φ be a nowhere-zero (2+ )-flow. But N σ * is a proper subset of X, contradicting the fact that X is (2 + 1 t )-minimal. Let X be a minimal set such that G − X is bipartite. Clearly, if X = ∅, then |X| ≥ 2. As above (*), we deduce that G has a signature σ with N σ ⊆ X and a nowhere-zero (2 + 3 Cubic graphs
The flow spectrum of cubic graphs
This section studies the flow spectrum and r-minimal sets of cubic graphs. We will construct some flows on cubic graphs and need the following definition. Let (G, σ) be a signed graph. For i ∈ {1, 2} let φ i be a flow on (G, σ) with underlying orientation τ i . Note that for each edge e = uv either τ 1 (h The sum φ 1 + φ 2 is the function φ on (G,
Proof. By Theorem 1.3, (G, ∅) has a nowhere-zero 3-flow φ. We can assume that φ(e) ≥ 1 for each e ∈ E(G). The edges with flow value 1 induce a 2-factor F of G. Let C be a circuit of F . Any two adjacent edges of C are both oriented towards the vertex they share or both away from it. Hence, φ can be modified to a nowhere-zero 3-flow φ , where the circuits of F are directed circuits and the flow values on the edges are 1 and -1, alternately.
Claim 3.1.1 There is a circuit C of F and a path P of three consecutive edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 of C such that G − {e 1 , e 3 } is connected. Furthermore, G contains a circuit D such that e 1 ∈ E(D) and e 3 ∈ E(D).
Proof. Every circuit of F has length at least 4. Let C be a circuit of F , and e 1 = v 1 v 2 , e 2 = v 2 v 3 , e 3 = v 3 v 4 and e 4 = v 4 v 5 (v 1 = v 5 is not excluded) four consecutive edges in C. Furthermore, v 2 has a neighbor x ∈ {v 1 , v 3 , v 4 }. If {e 1 , e 3 } is a 2-edge-cut in G, then choose P with edges e 2 , e 3 , e 4 . Suppose to the contrary that {e 2 , e 4 } is an edge-cut. It follows that e 2 is simple and v 2 x is a bridge, contradicting the fact that G is bridgeless. Hence, there is a path as claimed. Furthermore, G − e 3 is bridgeless and hence G − e 3 contains a circuit D with e 1 ∈ E(D).
Let P be the path in C with three consecutive edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 (e i = v i v i+1 ) such that G−{e 1 , e 3 } is connected. We can assume that e 2 is directed from v 2 to v 3 and that φ (e 2 ) = 1. Let τ be the orientation of H(G) which is obtained from the underlying orientation for φ by reversing the orientation of h . Hence we obtain a signature σ of G with N σ = {e 1 , e 3 }, where e 1 is extroverted and e 3 introverted. Consider φ on (G, σ), then δφ (v 1 ) = −2, δφ (v 4 ) = 2, and δφ (v) = 0 if v ∈ V (G)−{v 1 , v 4 }. Let E(P ) = E(C)−E(P ). The function ψ : E(G) → {1, 2, 3} with ψ(e) = φ (e) if e ∈ E(G) − E(P ) and ψ(e) = φ (e) + 2 if e ∈ E(P ) is a nowhere-zero 4-flow on (G, σ). Since ψ is an integer flow it follows that F ((G, σ)) ≤ 4.
By Claim 3.1.1 and Theorem 2.7 it follows that F c ((G, σ)) ≥ 4 and hence,
We will use Petersen's Theorem on 1-factors in cubic graphs in a slightly stronger form.
Theorem 3.2 ([6])
Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. For every e ∈ E(G) there is a 1-factor of G that contains e.
The minimum number of odd circuits of a 2-factor of a cubic graph G is the oddness of G and it is denoted by ω(G). A 2-factor that has precisely ω(G) odd circuits is a minimum 2-factor of G. Theorem 3.3 Every non-bipartite cubic graph G with 1-factor has a signature σ such that |N σ | = ω(G) and F c ((G, σ)) = F ((G, σ)) = 4. Furthermore, if G is bridgeless, then for every 3-minimal set X 3 there is a 4-minimal set X 4 with X 4 ⊂ X 3 and |X 4 | ≤ ω(G) < |X 3 |.
Proof. If G is 3-edge-colorable, then the empty set is 4-minimal and the statements follow.
Thus, we assume that G is not 3-edge-colorable in the following. Let ω(G) = 2n, F 2 be a 2-factor with odd circuits C 1 , . . . , C 2n , and F 1 be the complementary 1-factor. If G has a bridge, then there is one, say b, such that one component of G − b is bridgeless. Such components will be called end-components.
We first show that there is a signature σ with |N σ | = ω(G) and F c ((G, σ)) = F ((G, σ)) = 4. For i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} choose f i ∈ E(C i ) with the following restrictions if G has bridges or if an odd circuit of F 2 contains a multi-edge.
(1) One of the odd circuits of F 2 , say C k , has two vertices which are connected by two edges in G. Choose f k to be one of these two edges, and for i = k choose f i ∈ E(C i ) arbitrarily.
(2) All edges of the odd circuits of F 2 are simple in G and G has an endcomponent K such that the bivalent vertex x is contained in an odd circuit C k of F 2 . Let x 1 and x 2 be the two neighbors of x in K. Then choose f k to be an edge of C k which is incident to x 1 and different from xx 1 
In all other cases choose f i ∈ E(C i ) arbitrarily. Subdivide f i by a vertex u i and add edges e k = u 2k−1 u 2k , for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The resulting graph G is cubic. The set F 1 = F 1 ∪ {e k : k = 1, . . . , n} is a 1-factor and F 2 = E(G ) \ F 1 is an even 2-factor of G . The odd circuits C i of F 2 are transformed into even circuits C i of F 2 . Let f i and f i be the two edges of C i which are incident to u i . Let c be a proper 3-edge-coloring of G that colors the edges of F 1 with color 1, and the edges of the circuits of F 2 with colors 2 and 3. Assume that f i ∈ c −1 (2). Let φ 1 be a nowhere-zero 2-flow on
, with the additional property that the orientation of f i is different in φ 1 and φ 2 . Flow φ 2 exists, since for every i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} there is precisely one edge f i in C i . Now, 2φ 1 + φ 2 is a nowhere-zero 4-flow ψ on G with the additional property that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} the vertex u i is either the terminal vertex of f i and of f i or it is the initial vertex of both of these edges. Furthermore,
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, remove edge e i , suppress vertices u 2i−1 , u 2i and consider f i and f i as two half-edges of f i to construct a signature σ of G with N σ = {f 1 , . . . , f 2n }. Furthermore, ψ induces an integer nowhere-zero 4-flow on (G, σ). Hence, F ((G, σ)) ≤ 4.
It remains to show that F c ((G, σ)) ≥ 4. Suppose to the contrary that (1') If there is k ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} such that C k has two vertices which are connected by two edges in G, then it follows from the construction of ψ, that G − N σ contains an odd circuit, a contradiction. Hence,
We may assume that all edges of the odd circuits of F 2 are simple in G.
(2') If G has an end-component, then there is one, say K, which is respected in the construction of ψ. Let F 2 [E(K)] be the 2-factor of K which is a subgraph of F 2 . It follows with Theorem 3.2 (suppress the bivalent vertex), that there is a 2-factor F of K that does not contain f k . Since K has odd order and F contains at least as many odd circuits as F 2 [E(K)] it follows that F contains an odd circuit that does not contain any edge of N σ . Thus, G−N σ contains an odd circuit, a contradiction. Hence,
It remains to consider the case when G is bridgeless. Let X 3 be a 3-minimal set. Since X 3 contains an edge of every odd circuit of F 2 it follows that |X 3 | ≥ ω(G). For i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} let f i ∈ X 3 ∩ E(C i ). Let σ be the signature on G with N σ = {f 1 , . . . , f 2n } and construct an integer nowherezero 4-flow on (G, σ ) as above. Hence X 3 contains a 4-minimal set X 4 with |X 4 | ≤ ω(G).
We will show that |X 3 | > ω(G). Suppose to the contrary that |X 3 | = ω(G). Then {f i } = E(C i ) ∩ X 3 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}. By Theorem 3.2 there is a 1-factor of G that contains f 1 . The complementary 2-factor F has at least ω(G) odd circuits. Thus, there is an odd circuit of F that does not contain an edge of X 3 which implies that G − X 3 is not bipartite, a contradiction. Thus, and F c ((G, σ )) = F ((G, σ ) 
Every signature of K 3 2 is either equivalent to a signature with no negative edges or to a signature with precisely one negative edge. Hence S(K 
, then the following statements are equivalent. 1) G has a 1-factor. 2) 3 ∈ S(G).
3) 3 ∈ S(G).

4) 4 ∈ S(G).
Proof. Statement 1) implies 2) by Theorem 3.4. By Lemma 2.3 it follows that every circular nowhere-zero 3-flow on G is an integer nowhere-zero 3-flow. Hence, statement 2) implies statement 3), which implies statement 1 by Theorem 2.6.
We show the equivalence of statements 1) and 4). If G has a 1-factor, then 4 ∈ S(G) by Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. If 4 ∈ S(G), then G has an integer nowhere-zero 4-flow φ with φ(e) > 0 for each edge e. It is easy to see that F = {e : φ(e) = 2} is a 1-factor of G.
Theorem 3.4 says that if G has a 1-factor, then 4 ∈ S(G). However, the other direction is not true. Proposition 3.6 There is a cubic graph H which has no 1-factor and 4 ∈ S(H).
Proof. The graph H of Figure 3 has a nowhere-zero 4-flow. It has no 1-factor since H − v has more than one odd component. By Theorem 3.5, it has no nowhere-zero 3-flow. Hence, 4 ∈ S(G) by Theorem 2.7.
Corollary 3.7 Let G be a cubic graph that does not have a 1-factor. If k ∈ S(G), then k ≥ 5. 
Smallest r-minimal sets
Let r ≥ 2. An r-minimal set X is a smallest r-minimal set of G if |X| ≤ |X | for every r-minimal set X of G.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that ∆(
If we switch at v, then we obtain an equivalent graph (G, σ) with |N σ | < |X| and F c ((G, σ)) = r. But N σ contains an r-minimal set X , contradicting the fact that X is a smallest r-minimal set. We will prove some bounds for the cardinality of smallest r-minimal sets. The independence number of G is denoted by α(G). Proposition 3.9 Let t ≥ 1 be an integer and G be a (2t + 1)-regular graph.
Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. The resistance r(G) is the cardinality of a minimum color class, where the minimum is taken over all proper 4-edge-colorings of G. It is easy to see that r(G) ≤ ω(G) and if r(G) = 0, then r(G) ≥ 2 (see [9] ). A bridgeless cubic graph which is not 3-edge-colorable is called a snark.
Theorem 3.10 Let G be a cubic graph which has a 1-factor and G = K For each i ∈ {3, 4} there is a smallest i-minimal set X i in G, and 1) if G is bipartite, then |X 3 | = 0 and |X 4 | = 2.
2) if G is 3-edge-colorable and not bipartite, then 2 ≤ |X 3 | ≤ 3(
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that there is a smallest i-minimal set X i in G for each i ∈ {3, 4}. By Proposition 3.9, |X 3 | ≤ 3(
1) If G is bipartite, then |X 3 | = 0 and it follows with Theorem 3.1 that G has a signature σ with |N σ | = 2 and F ((G, σ)) = 4. Since every signature of a flow-admissible graph has at least two edges it follows that |X 4 | = 2.
2) If G is not bipartite and 3-edge-colorable, then |X 4 | = 0, and as above we get that |X 3 | ≥ 2.
3) Let G be not 3-edge-colorable. Suppose to the contrary that there is a smallest 4-minimal set X such that |X| < r(G). By Lemma 2.10, (G 2 X , ∅) has a nowhere-zero 4-flow and hence it is 3-edge-colorable. By Proposition 3.8, X is an independent set. Hence, a 3-edge-coloring of G 2 X induces a proper 4-edge-coloring of G which has a minimal color class c with |c| ≤ |N σ | < r(G), contradiction. Thus, r(G) ≤ |X 4 |. The other inequalities follow by Theorem 3.3.
The bounds of Theorem 3.10 are sharp for the Petersen graph. In [11] it is shown that for every positive integer k there is a cubic graph G such that ω(G) − r(G) ≥ k and that there is cyclically 5-edge-connected cubic graph H and r(H) ≥ k. If G is not 3-edge-colorable and r(G) > 2, then there is a signature σ such that (G, σ) is flow-admissible and 2 ≤ |N σ | < r(G). Theorem 3.10 implies F ((G, σ)) > 4. Hence, we obtain the following corollary which is similar to Corollary 3.7.
Corollary 3.11 Let G be a cubic graph. If ω(G) > 2, then for every k with 2 ≤ k < r(G) there is a signature σ such that |N σ | = k such that F c ((G, σ)) > 4 and F ((G, σ)) ≥ 5.
The integer flow spectrum of a class of cubic graphs
It is quite difficult to determine the flow spectrum of a graph. Indeed even for the integer flow spectrum it is difficult. So far the integer flow spectrum has been determined only for eulerian graphs in [5] , and for complete and complete bipartite graphs in [4] . For instance, it is known that S(G) = {3, 4, 5, 6}, if G is the Petersen graph.
For n ≥ 1, let G n be the cubic graph which is obtained from a circuit of length 2n, where every second edge is replaced by two parallel edges.
. . , n − 1} the vertices v 2i , v 2i+1 are connected by two parallel edges and the vertices v 2i+1 , v 2i+2 are connected by a simple edge (indices are added modulo 2n). Every signature of G n is equivalent to a signature σ where for each i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} at most one edge between v 2i , v 2i+1 is negative and all other edges are positive. We call σ a normal signature of G n . We say that σ is odd or even, depending on whether |N σ | is odd or even. Hence, we have only to consider the two cases whether σ is even or odd. If σ is even, then G n is the union of two balanced eulerian graphs and hence F ((G, σ)) ≤ 4 by Lemma 3.13. Hence, S(G 2 ) = {3, 4}.
It remains to consider the case when n ≥ 3 and σ is odd. Then |N σ | ≥ 3. Let e 1 , e 2 ∈ N σ . There are hamiltonian circuits C 1 , C 2 such that E(C i )∩N σ = N σ − {e i }. Both circuits are balanced and hence there are nowhere-zero 2-flows φ i on C i . Let e 1 be the positive edges which is parallel to e 1 . Then ψ = 2φ 1 + φ 2 is a 4-flow on G n , and ψ(e) = 0 if e ∈ N σ , ψ(e) ∈ {0, 1, 3} if e ∈ E(G n )−(N σ ∪{e 1 }), and ψ(e 1 ) = 2. Let τ ψ be the underlying orientation of H(G) for ψ. There is a hamiltonian circuit C that consists only of positive edges, that contains e 1 and all edges e with ψ(e) = 0. Let τ be an orientation of H(C) such that C is a directed circuit and τ and τ ψ coincide on e 1 . Let ψ be a nowhere-zero 2-flow on C with orientation τ . Then, ψ + 2ψ is a nowhere-zero 6-flow on G n .
Suppose to the contrary that F ((G n , σ)) < 6. Let k < 6 and ψ n be nowhere-zero k-flow on G n . Without loss of generality we assume in the following that all flow values are positive.
We first show that if n > 3, then F ((G n , σ)) < 6 implies that there is a m < n such that F ((G m , σ m )) < 6, where σ m is normal and odd.
Let n > 3. It is easy to see that if one edge of the two edges between v 2i and v 2i+1 is negative, then ψ n (v 2i−1 v 2i ) = ψ n (v 2i+1 v 2i+2 ). If there are i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} with i < j and ψ n (v 2i+1 v 2i+2 ) = ψ n (v 2j+1 v 2j+2 ), then remove these two edges and add edges v 2i+2 v 2j+1 and v 2i+1 v 2j+2 to obtain two graphs G n 1 and G n 2 with nowhere-zero k-flows ψ n 1 and ψ n 2 , respectively. (Depending on the orientation of the half-edges of v 2i+1 v 2i+2 and of v 2j+1 v 2j+2 the new edges might be negative.) For one of these two graphs, say G n 1 , ψ n 1 is equivalent to a k-flow ψ n 1 on an odd normal signature σ n 1 of G n 1 , since for otherwise G n and an even normal signature which is equivalent to σ n could be reconstructed from (G n 1 , σ n 1 ) and (G n 2 , σ n 2 ). Hence, |N σn 1 | ≥ 3. Thus, we can assume that G n has an odd normal signature σ n with |N σ | = n. In particular, n is odd.
Since k < 6, it follows that if G n is not reducible to a smaller graph G m , then n = 3. Consider (G 3 , σ 3 ). Since σ 3 is normal it follows that the difference between the flow values of any two simple edges is at least 2. Since ψ 3 (e) ≥ 1 for every edge e ∈ G 3 , it follows that there is a simple edge with ψ 3 (e) ≥ 5, contradicting our assumption that k < 6.
Therefore F ((G n , σ)) = 6 and S(G n ) = {3, 4, 6} if n > 2. The graphs G n are bipartite. Hence, the empty set is a smallest 3-minimal set for all n ≥ 1. If n ≥ 2, then a smallest 4-minimal set contains precisely two edges, and if n ≥ 3, then a smallest 6-minimal set consists of three edges.
Bouchet's conjecture
To prove Bouchet's conjecture it suffices to prove it for cubic graphs. Hence, we are in a similar situation as for Tutte's 5-flow conjecture. However, as Section 2.1 shows Bouchet's conjecture has to proved for integer flows explicitely.
Lemma 3.13 Let (G, σ) be a signed graph. If (G, σ) is the union of two balanced eulerian graphs, then F ((G, σ)) ≤ 4.
Proof. Let H 1 and H 2 be eulerian graphs such that E(H 1 ) ∪ E(H 2 ) = E(G). For i ∈ {1, 2}, let σ i be the restriction of σ to H i . Since H i is balanced it follows that there is a nowhere-zero 2-flow φ i on (H i , σ i ). Hence, φ 1 + 2φ 2 is a nowhere-zero 4-flow on (G, σ).
Theorem 3.14 Let (G, σ) be a flow-admissible signed cubic graph. If G is a Kotzig-graph, then F ((G, σ)) ≤ 6.
Proof. Since G is a Kotzig-graph, G has three 1-factors M 1 , M 2 , M 3 such that the union of any two of them induces a hamiltonian circuit of G. If |M 3 ∩ N σ | is odd, then |N σ | ≥ 3. Let e = xy be an extroverted edge of (G, σ ), and let (G, σ * ) be the graph which is obtained from (G, σ ) by changing the direction of h If we consider φ on (G, σ ), then δφ(x) = 2, and δφ(v) = 0 for all v ∈ V (G) \ {x}. Since all flow values are positive, it follows that there is an introverted edge f = uw. Let x, u, w be the sequent order of these three vertices in C. We define a nowhere-zero 6-flow φ * on (G, σ ) as follows: φ * (e) = φ(e), if e ∈ E(G) − (E(P (x, w)) ∪ {f }), φ * (e) = φ(e) + 2, if e ∈ E(P (x, u)), φ * (e) = φ(e) + 1, if e ∈ E(P (u, w)), and φ * (f ) = 2. Greenwell and Kronk [3] proved that every uniquely 3-edge-colorable cubic graph has precisely three hamiltonian circuits, which are induced by the three color classes. Hence we obtain the following corollary. Further results and references on Kotzig-graphs and uniquely 3-edgecolorable graphs can be found in [15] . Figure 4 : the dotted lines represent set X on the left and X on the right Remark: For t ≥ 2 it can be proved by a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 3.14 that F ((G, σ)) ≤ 4 for every flow-admissible (2t + 1)-regular Kotzig-graph (G, σ). However, this is also a simple consequence of a result of Raspaud and Zhu [7] that every flow-admissible 4-edge-connected graph has a nowhere-zero 4-flow.
Concluding remarks
If a graph H has an r-minimal set X of cardinality 2, then S X (H) = {r, F c ((H, ∅))}. Theorem 3.10 implies that every 3-minimal set of a bridgeless non-3-edge-colorable cubic graph contains at least three edges. The Petersen graph P has a 3-minimal set X with |X| = 3. Hence S X (P ) = {3, 4, 5}. On the other hand, P has a 6-minimal set X with |X | = 3. It follows that 3 ∈ S X (P ); indeed S X (P ) = {4, 5, 6}. The sets X and X are indicated in Figure 4 . Two switches at v and w yield a signature σ of P such that (P, σ) and (P, X) are equivalent. But X ⊂ N σ and therefore, S X (P ) = S Nσ (P ). We conclude with the following questions.
Problem 4.1 Let r ≥ 2, (G, σ) be a flow-admissible signed graph and X a (non-empty) r-minimal set. Determine the (integer) X-flow spectrum of G.
Problem 4.2 Let r ≥ 2 and G be a graph. Let (G, σ) and (G, σ ) be flowadmissible. Is it true that if N σ and N σ are (both) smallest r-minimal sets, then S Nσ (G) = S N σ (G) (or S Nσ (G) = S N σ (G), if r is an integer)? Theorem 3.10 says that for snarks every 3-minimal set contains a proper 4-minimal set. If Tutte's 5-flow conjecture is true, then the following problem has an affirmative answer. Problem 4.3 Let G be a snark and X 3 a 3-minimal set. Is it true that there exist a 4-minimal set X 4 and a 5-minimal set X 5 such that X 5 ⊂ X 4 ⊂ X 3 ?
